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Don’t Unlace Your Roller Skates!
Announcing the new roller skate product Skooties, the patent-pending wheel locker

Denver, CO: Skate Skooties, LLC and roller skater and inventor, Rachel Bogan, announces the
development and launch of the patent-pending roller skate wheel locker, Skooties.

“Roller skaters are everywhere and we don’t just skate in rinks,” Ms. Bogan says. “We also
skate on sidewalks, streets, in parks–anywhere we can. But there are many uneven surfaces
where you shouldn’t try to skate.”

These surfaces include pitted sidewalks, gravel walkways, washed out greenways, old asphalt,
stairs, and inclines. Roller skaters are left to choose between skating over these surfaces, or
removing their skates to walk. Many choose the former option to avoid unlacing their skates, but
risk injury from falls and trips.

Skooties solve these problems by locking the wheels on each skate to prevent rolling. The
patent-pending design enables a skater to walk instead of roll over uneven surfaces.

Skooties feature:

● An integrated double-wheel chock design to prevent rolling
● Durability and stretch from high quality, injection-molded silicone
● Easy on-off loops that slip over the inside wheels of each skate
● Multiple sizing to accommodate different roller skate plate widths

“The more I talked with other roller skaters, I discovered they had the same problems I did,” Ms.
Bogan says. “Skooties makes skating on sidewalks, on busy streets, and in parks easier by
giving you the option to keep your skates on when the pavement gets gnarly.”

Crowdfunding is on Indiegogo from February 22 - April 7, 2023. Funds will be used to
mass-produce and distribute Skooties to skate shop retailers by mid-summer 2023. More
information can be found at www.skateskooties.com.

About Skate Skooties, LLC: Skate Skooties, LLC creates stability products for roller skaters.
Their new patent-pending roller skate wheel locker is designed to give skaters walkable stability
on uneven surfaces. Their slogan is, “Life is better on eight wheels.”
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Images of Skooties

A full view of a Skootie on a roller skate.

A close-up of a Skootie on a roller skate.
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